
USS Delphyne 10001.10


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::ON the bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
::On the bridge, at station::

FCO_Nichols:
::on the bridge, heading to station::

CNS_Jiosa:
::sits in the CNS chair on the bridge::

CIV_McLeod:
::in quarters, running over items on a PADD::

ENGMac:
::walking to ME::

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical::

OPS_Lynam:
::Checking over the cargo manifests to insure that all requested equipment is aboard.::

CEOLefler:
::In Main Engineering, preparing to bring all the systems back to 100%

TO_Hawkes:
::in security office finishing up paperwork::

OPS_Lynam:
::Wonders: "What does Hydroponics want with a case of Telosian ping-pong balls?"::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Is everybody onboard?

CMO-Matt:
::in medbay::

ENGMac:
::walking into Main Engineering::

CIV_McLeod:
::checks latest diagnostics on targeting system::

CMO-Matt:
::going through physical records::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

CO_Grant:
OPS: excellent

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Mr. Hawkes what is our current security status?

ENGMac:
CEO: I did diagnostics on the inertial dampeners, they seem to be at 100%

CO_Grant:
OPS:Request departure clearance from the starbase

TO_Hawkes:
*CTO*: We're locked down and ready to go. Just fininshing up the last of the ahore leave paperwork.

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:SB191: Starbase ops, this is the Delphyne requesting departure clearence.

Nicke_AGM:
<SB>COMM: USS Delphyne you are cleared for departure on your mark.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We are cleared to depart sir.

TO_Hawkes:
::Hands last of the paperwork to CPO_Harris, and heads for the bridge::

CO_Grant:
OPS: good

FCO_Nichols:
CO: Course laid in sir.

OPS_Lynam:
:;Squares away the last of the "paperwork" and prepares for departure.::

CEOLefler:
MAC: Good work Mac. Should be smooth sailing from here on out

CO_Grant:
FCO: Release the docking clamps, and move us away from the starbase under thrusters

CIV_McLeod:
::sips coffee and continues scanning PADD::

CMO-Matt:
::puts down one padd, and picks up another, a large stack on his desk in medbay::

CTO_Psion:
*TO* Very well.  Alert the security chiefs that we shall be performing a drill when we have cleared the starbase.

XO_Wall:
::enters bridge::

FCO_Nichols:
::releases docking clamps and fires thruster::

TO_Hawkes:
*CTO*: AYe sir. ::stops at security office door and turns around. goes back in::

CO_Grant:
::nods as he sees XO enter the bridge::

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Good to see you sir

MO_Lea:
::Walks down deck seven and enters sickbay::

TO_Hawkes:
::briefs security chiets, and once again heads towards TL::

XO_Wall:
::nods back to the captain:: CO: sir

ENGMac:
CEO: yes sir it should

XO_Wall:
CNS: yes good to be back

CMO-Matt:
::looks up, giving a smile:: MO: Hello, Julian.

TO_Hawkes:
TL: Bridge

CTO_Psion:
CO:  All weaponry and defensive systems nominal sir.

TO_Hawkes:
::Exits TL onto Bridge and takes over TAC 2::

CO_Grant:
FCO: once we are clear of the station, engage the course to outer boundaries, warp 6

XO_Wall:
CNS: just got done settling  back in my quarters and unpacking ::smiles::

FCO_Nichols:
::checks distance between ship and SB::

CEOLefler:
*CO* Engineering to Bridge, Engines are at 100%, you can stretch her legs when ever you please sir

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: glad to hear it

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Thats good, so haw was leave?

FCO_Nichols:
::engages warp engines at warp 6::

MO_Lea:
::Smiles:: CMO: Hello Doctor. How has your day been?

CIV_McLeod:
:: calls up latest war information on his PADD::

CO_Grant:
::feels the ship go to warp::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the ship moves away from the starbase  lefler looks down at his console and a "hello" flashes across his console......

XO_Wall:
CNS: great it was what I needed, me and Shere spent some valuable time together?

TO_Hawkes:
::feels the ships move...and then the Inertial dampers kick in::

CMO_Matt:
::just gives a little smile, picking up the load of padds:: MO: Well, I'm almost finished, I guess that's a good thing.

CEOLefler:
::Self: I don't like this:::

CO_Grant:
::Nods to CTO::

XO_Wall:
CNS: and to be away from starfleet business for awhile

FCO_Nichols:
CO: We should reach the outer boundaries in 37 minutes sir.

CEOLefler:
MAC: Run a diagnostic on the computer core. Level 3.

CTO_Psion:
::Acknowledges CO's nod::

TO_Hawkes:
::brings up red alert drill status panel on Tac2:;

CEOLefler:
::Sits at somputer station and types in H     E    L    L    O:::

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

CIV_McLeod:
::finishes off coffee and sets down cup, focusing on the PADD::

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: We all need to step back occasionally and slow down, 

MO_Lea:
CMO: Perhaps.   ::Picks up a padd with her shift's schedule:: CMO: It seems we finally begin systematic physicals today?

Nicke_AGM:
 ACTION:  as  Lefler waits at his console..there is no reply......

ENGMac:
CEO: aye

XO_Wall:
CNS: want to get caught up? how is Macpherson doing?

CEOLefler:
MAC: Better make it quick Mac.

ENGMac:
Computer: run a level 3 diagnostic on the computer core

CTO_Psion:
::Engages scans of the vicinity::

CMO_Matt:
::giving a little sigh:: MO: That's right, orders from the Captain.  "Systematic, penetrating physicals," explains it.  ::giving her a quizzical look:: MO: Don't ask me.

ENGMac:
<Computer> acknowledged

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: He seems to be doing much better I haven't had a long chat with him yet maybe after my physical

CO_Grant:
::Looks at CTO as if to ask when the drill?::

CTO_Psion:
::Reads CO's mind::

CTO_Psion:
::Signals red alert::

XO_Wall:
CNS: good keep the counsling going until you feel it is not needed anymore.

CTO_Psion:
*All* Red alert!

CO_Grant:
::hears klaxons::

CTO_Psion:
::Raises shields and powers weapons::

TO_Hawkes:
::watches the red alert drill panel light ip::

CNS_Jiosa:
::swivels in her chair and begins to check her console::

XO_Wall:
::goes quiet and turns to status panel::

CIV_McLeod:
::yawns and hears klaxons.  Gets up and moves to hallway for ship security::

CMO_Matt:
::looks around sickbay, jumps to a console:: *CO*: Sickbay ready.

CEOLefler:
:::Arg, the drill, I don't have time for this:::

FCO_Nichols:
::checks station and sets for red alert status::

TO_Hawkes:
::Receives status reports from all Sec chiefs::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the red alert drill goes off, lefler could swear he hears a small gasp

CEOLefler:
Mac: Take care of the alert drill. I'll be in my office::

CNS_Jiosa:
::reads reports as they start coming in from all decks::

OPS_Lynam:
::Switches power to red alert status::

CEOLefler:
::Self: What was that?:::

ENGMac:
<Computer> diagnostic complete, nothing unusal found

CIV_McLeod:
::takes phaser and assumes security position::

ENGMac:
CEO: the diagnostic shows the computer core a ok

XO_Wall:
CO: times aint to bad, about the same?

CO_Grant:
XO: hmm, perhaps. how is MEDbay doing

CTO_Psion:
CO:  All departments have reported in sir.

CNS_Jiosa:
CO: All people are to designated saftey areas, all decks show ready status

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Standing down from red alert.

CO_Grant:
CNS: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
CO: Medbay was one of the first dept. that was ready

CO_Grant:
CTO: very well , you may stand down from red alert

ENGMac:
*CTO*: Engineering ok

FCO_Nichols:
::resets station from red alert status::

CIV_McLeod:
::sees red alert sirens go off and puts phaser away, returning to quarters::

CMO_Matt:
::returns to the physical reports at his desk::

OPS_Lynam:
::Returns the power systems to green status::

CO_Grant:
CTO: I noticed a report from Eng didnot come from CEO , Why was that?

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I do not have that information sir.  I shall investigate.

CEOLefler:
::In office reading naked computer code::

XO_Wall:
CO: can I speak to you for a moment in private?

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Mr. Hawkes, report to the bridge.

CO_Grant:
OPS: you have the bridge I am going to the ready room for a moment with XO

CO_Grant:
XO: to the ready room

OPS_Lynam:
CO:Aye sir.

TO_Hawkes:
Psion: ::Turns to Psion from Tac2:: Hawes reporting as ordered sir!

CO_Grant:
:: gets up and goes to readyroom

XO_Wall:
::gets up follows capt to ready room::

CO_Grant:
::

CO_Grant:
::takes seat::

CEOLefler:
*EOMAC*: Please have a record of all secondary and tirtiary computer functions performed by the computer in the last 24 hrs compiled and sent to my office, That is all

CO_Grant:
::turns to look at the XO::

CO_Grant:
XO: What is on your mind?

XO_Wall:
CO: i want to apologize for my lack of presence and behavior before the leave took place.

ENGMac:
*CEO* aye

XO_Wall:
CO: i was not myself

CO_Grant:
XO: I noticed that you were , hmm quiet

CMO_Matt:
MO: In what order do you think we should perform this task?

CNS_Jiosa:
::enters notes on her everpresent PADD::

CEOLefler:
*OPS*Lynam, Has the bridge experienced any glitches today?

XO_Wall:
CO: and also not on the bridge were i should have been?

OPS_Lynam:
::Feels a lump form in his stomach::

CIV_McLeod:
::sits back down and grabs PADD again::

MO_Lea:
CMO: Most recently aquired crew, perhaps?

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: Uhhh, no.  Why?

CMO_Matt:
::laughs a little:: MO: That would be us, wouldn't it?

CO_Grant:
XO: You were on the bridge today. just not prior to arrival at the station.

CO_Grant:
XO: Are you troubled with something?

CTO_Psion:
TO:  You have tactical.  I shall conduct an inquiry in Main Engineering.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Lynam swears he hears a small quiet  laugh

CEOLefler:
*OPS* Thinking out loud: Good! then it hasn't breached the primary systems....OPS: Ummm....Lets just say I am concerned about something

ENGMac:
Computer: give me a readout of all record of all secondary and tertiary computer functions performed by the computer in the last 24 hrs compiled

MO_Lea:
::Smiles:: CMO: Well, actually I was thinking of the Counselor and new Tactical officer, Mr. McLeod.

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: Aye sir....::Takes over TAC::

CIV_McLeod:
::sits thoughtfully with PADD in  hand::

CMO_Matt:
::stands up, putting down the padd:: MO: So when do we get squared away?

XO_Wall:
CO: Im fine now capt. the shore leave was what I needed. The CNS has advised me on avoiding this from happening again

TO_Hawkes:
CTO: oh and sir...be careful down there.

CO_Grant:
XO: avoiding what?

Nicke_AGM:
<Computer> readout complete and ready 

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: What would that be Chief?  I'm running things up here at the moment and if the ship explodes it won't look good on my performance review.

CTO_Psion:
::Raises and eyebrow::

CTO_Psion:
TO:  Humans.

MO_Lea:
::Looks at CMO without understanding::

ENGMac:
*CEO*: transferring all records to you now

MO_Lea:
CMO: What?

CTO_Psion:
::Leaves for turbolift::

CMO_Matt:
::drops the human slang:: MO: What I'm saying is, why don't we start with us, get us 'squared' away first?

CO_Grant:
XO: if you have workday blahs, I know what works for me.

CEOLefler:
*OPS* Wel first a HELLO showed up on my display, then I heard a gasp coming from nowhere. Could be LC, could be something else, could be nothing at all

XO_Wall:
CO: since I joined this ship and graduated from the academy I really hadn’t had a long time away from everything, over time it just got to me mentally I was told.

CO_Grant:
XO: Prune Juice. Lots of it. Then vigorous exercise.

FCO_Nichols:
::checks time to boundaries::

CIV_McLeod:
::sends a priority message to CTO and CEO with the targeting system plans embedded::  self: that should be the last draft...

MO_Lea:
::Gives a lightly forced smile:: CMO: Certainly.

CEOLefler:
*MAC* Thank you ::Looks over computer logs::

CMO_Matt:
::gives the doctor a quizzical look:: MO: Something the matter, Doctor?

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: Oh no, not again.  FInd out what it is Chief.  Find out now.  We're going to be a long way from help if the computers take over.

ENGMac:
*CEO*: your welcome Chief

XO_Wall:
CO: plus the dominion war didnt help, it was a major factor that built up

CO_Grant:
XO: Well if that is all that needs to be said then let us return to the bridge

CEOLefler:
*OPS* I'm working on it Lynam. But I have nothing to go on, just a handful of weird happenings

CO_Grant:
::Gets up from desk::

CTO_Psion:
::Enters Engineering::

XO_Wall:
CO: aye ::enters back onto bridge::

MO_Lea:
::Shakes her head:: CMO: No, Shall we get started?

CO_Grant:
XO: the dominion war put a lot of stress on everybody. But it is behind us now. Let us move onto to build a new history.

CO_Grant:
::Walks back into the bridge::

CMO_Matt:
::drops the subject and nods, picking up Lea's padd and a tricorder:: MO: So...who's first?

ENGMac:
Psion: whats the pleasure?

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*: Acknowleged.  But still....solve it quick.

XO_Wall:
CO: agreed, so what did I miss while i was away on shore leave all this time? ::grins::

FCO_Nichols:
CO: Sir, we'll arrive at the outer boundaries in 2 minutes.

MO_Lea:
CMO: Myself, I suppose, since you already have the tricorder.  ::Hops up onto a biobed and takes a deep breath::

CTO_Psion:
Mac:  First, your response during the drill was noted.

CEOLefler:
:::Solve it quick he says, well thats just dandy.......::

CIV_McLeod:
:: sits back on bed and thinks::

CO_Grant:
XO: Missed nothing just routine repairs and various persons coming and going from leave

CTO_Psion:
Mac:  Although your timing was not up to par with Delphyne standards.

CO_Grant:
::resumes his seat on the bridge::

ENGMac:
Psion: sorry was doing other thing for Lefler

CTO_Psion:
Mac:  Second,  why did Mr. Lefler not respond?

CEOLefler:
::Lefler can't think of anything else to do::

XO_Wall:
CO: ::jokingly:: you mean the nobody missed me?

CNS_Jiosa:
CO: How was your leave, Sir?

CMO_Matt:
::walks over to the side of the biobed, configuring the tricorder::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sir, we may have a problem in Engineering.

CO_Grant:
CNS: It was fine, counselor, but no trip to bayou

ENGMac:
Psion: I'm not sure, he first wanted a diagnostic of the computer core ran and then he wanted all computer logs

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Who would you like to take over SCI? ::Nods to the empty SCI station::

FCO_Nichols:
CO: 1 minute to boundary sir.

CO_Grant:
OPS: problem, explain

XO_Wall:
::feels himself and glad to be back onboard the Delphyne::

CTO_Psion:
Mac:  Understood.  Where is Mr. Lefler?

ENGMac:
Psion: in his office

TO_Hawkes:
::patches SCI into TAC for the time being::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Holds up hands forming two letters....L...C::

CNS_Jiosa:
CO: Well not going there would be a damper to any vacation ::grin:: but its good to see you managed without it

CO_Grant:
FCO: reduce speed to warp 2, then proceed on a course parallel to boundary engage

CIV_McLeod:
:: thinks about the ship's shielding::

CTO_Psion:
Mac:  Very well.  ::Leaves for Lefler's office::

CMO_Matt:
::starts to go through the information on the padd, and looks up at Lea, smiling:: MO: Don't worry, it's medicine, Doctor.

TO_Hawkes:
::Continues to monitor scans::

FCO_Nichols:
::adjusts  to parallel course and slows to warp 2:: CO: Aye sir.

XO_Wall:
::sits quietly and looks over PADD's on status of ship activities and crew rotation that took place::

CO_Grant:
TAC: Hmm, you can handle SCI from your station.

MO_Lea:
CMO: Of course.

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Yes...of course sir.

CMO_Matt:
::nods:: MO: Lay down, please.

TO_Hawkes:
::monitors SCI and TAC sensors::

ENGMac:
::returns back to work at his station::

CO_Grant:
XO: summon the next duty officer to pull sci duty. Hmm ENs. Weller from Biology is next on duty.

CTO_Psion:
::Enters Lefler's office::

CIV_McLeod:
self:  ::chuckles:: if I only had a research lab

MO_Lea:
::lies down with another deep breath::

XO_Wall:
CO: our two SCI bridge officers left? Did they get re-assigned?

CO_Grant:
CNS: Thank you for your concern

CEOLefler:
::Looks Up: CTO: Mr. Psion, it is customary to knock before entering ones office

CMO_Matt:
::starts the preliminary scan with the tricorder:: MO: Are you uncomfortable?

XO_Wall:
CO: aye

CO_Grant:
XO: we fired their rotten lazy "   "

XO_Wall:
*Ens Wellar*: please report to the bridge

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  It is likewise customary for the Chief Engineer to respond to a tactical drill.

MO_Lea:
CMO: No, I'm fine.

CO_Grant:
XO: actually they have been reassigned by starfleet to other duties by odd other than usual protocols

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Sir...if I may...I believe that Mcloed is a Tac officer is he not...yet he has not had a chanche at Tac yet...what do you think. I could handle SCI from the SCI station?

CEOLefler:
CTO: Ahhh Yes, But it is also part of my job to make sure my subordinates are competent. Would you have preferred to find out that Mr. MacPherson was slow to respond to alert drills during battle after I was dead or now?>

CO_Grant:
TO: Mr.Hunter-Macleod has other more pressing business to attend to.

CMO_Matt:
::nods, thinking that she just won't talk:: MO: All right. ::engages the biobed scans::

XO_Wall:
CO: they were good officers sorry they were re-assigned.

TO_Hawkes:
CO : Aye sir.

CO_Grant:
XO: acknowledged

XO_Wall:
CO: I will work on there replacements

CMO_Matt:
::taps on the console:: MO: Strange.

MO_Lea:
::Sighs:: CMO: What?

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  That is superfluous.  We are neither in battle, nor are you dead.  The crew has been trained to follow a structured path and you have deviated from that.  Therefore that represents a lack of guidance on your part.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Uh, Captain?

CEOLefler:
::Notices there have been no odd happening in a while. Maybe it was just a glitch.....::

CMO_Matt:
::looks to Lea, then back to the console:: MO: I don't understand this...

XO_Wall:
::thinks hates thinks part of Command duties, dread going through the database of thousands of officers::

CO_Grant:
OPS: YEs, what is on your mind?

ENGMac:
starts to monitor the inertial dampers

ENGMac:
::

MO_Lea:
CMO: Understand what?  ::Becoming more apprehensive::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: The problem in engineering.  It may be "computer" related.

CEOLefler:
CTO: I understand your distress in this matter Mr. Psion. However I neither have the time nor the luxury of having this discussion right now. If you feel the need to continue this matter please do so at a later time. I am extremely pre-occupied right now

CIV_McLeod:
::picks up the PADD and examines the ship's shield diagnostics::

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  What with may I ask.

CO_Grant:
OPS: computer related? I thought our computer had received a clean bill of slate during stay at starbase?

CMO_Matt:
::looks competely serious:: MO: Lea, the biobed isn't responding.  Either you're made of anti-time, or something's going on.

CMO_Matt:
::steps away and taps the comm::

CMO_Matt:
*CEO*: This is Doctor Laiiron, the computers down here in sickbay aren't responding to touch commands.

MO_Lea:
::Profoundly hopes that either the CMO is joking or the biobed is malfunctioning::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: That's what the techies said but Lefler reports odd happenings down there.  We may have an ongoing problem with an old friend.

CEOLefler:
CTO: There have been some strange Computer glitches which could be representative of a larger more dangerous problem if not looked into, which I am trying to do

CEOLefler:
*CMO*: Thank you doctor. We'll see what we can do

CEOLefler:
*MAC*: Go to Medbay and check the computers, if nothing is obviously wrong with it comm me immediately

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  Your emotional irritation is noted.  With that aside, what is the nature of the glitches.  Or would you like Mr. Macpherson to report that at his liesure?

ENGMac:
*CEO* aye on my way

MO_Lea:
CMO: Is your tricorder functioning properly?

CMO_Matt:
::nods, turns back to Lea:: MO: Well crawl off the biobed, doesn't look like we'll be able to use any scanners for a while.  And unless you want to do physicals the ancient way, we're not going to get anything finished until the computers are back up.

XO_Wall:
CNS: ready to start the project of getting replacements for our two vacant sci bridge officers, let me know your schedule so we can begin to go over the profile file during off bridge duty hours

CEOLefler:
CTO: That will not be necessary, I have already reported my concerns to the duty ops officer. You were probably too busy to questioning my staff to notice

CMO_Matt:
::puts the tricorder aside:: MO: IT's not adequate for the level of scanning that we need here, even if it was working.

CO_Grant:
OPS: I see. that could be interesting

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: I'll be ready when you are 

ENGMac:
::exits Main Engineering with tool kit and enters the turbo lift:: TL: medbay

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: routine scans show nothing unusual at present

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Yes sir, it could be that.

XO_Wall:
CNS: ::jokes:: never ready for this task ::grins::

MO_Lea:
::Smiles:: CMO: Just thought we might check your anti-time theory.   ::Stands up::

CO_Grant:
OPS:ANything show up on the comm channels out here?

CIV_McLeod:
::mutters and rolls his shoulders::  self: too much thinking...

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Checking now.

ENGMac:
::exits turbo lift and enters medbay: :CMO: what seems to be the problem?

CTO_Psion:
CEO:  On the contrary.  But in the future you may want to adhere to Starfleet protocol.  ::Exits::

CMO_Matt:
::laughs, smiling:: MO: Anti-time, hardly.

CNS_Jiosa:
XO: Perhaps not but once more into the breach we go ::smiles::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: No sir, nothing coherent.

CEOLefler:
::Glad thats over::

FCO_Nichols:
::checks course and heading::

XO_Wall:
CNS: ah yes

CMO_Matt:
::turns to Mac:: MO: Biobeds aren't replying to touch or voice commands.

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
::Very happily goes back to the table with her padd::

CTO_Psion:
::Walking through engineering...::  *TO*  Status report on our computer systems.

CO_Grant:
XO: see if any other departments are reporting computer problems.

FCO_Nichols:
Lynam: Have new boundary maps been downloaded recently?

CIV_McLeod:
::stands and decides to head to mess hall::

ENGMac:
CMO: ok, lemme see ::opens kit and pulls out a PADD and some tools and opens the biobed control panel::

XO_Wall:
::taps a few button on his status panel::

TO_Hawkes:
*CTO*: They seem to be working within parameters...I'll run a diagnostic though..to be sure.

TO_Hawkes:
::runs diagnostic on computer systems::

CTO_Psion:
*TO*  Have Operations give you a status report as well.

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: Well, I haven't checked but I received a report that all standard pre-mission data was transferred.  Considering our destination I believe the maps should be included.

CIV_McLeod:
::gets in TL:: TL: mess hall

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Tactical scans begin to pick up a small "blip.....blip...................blip..............."   A large ship moves in on their location at full speed.....................

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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